SPECIFICATIONS
KEEP YOUR HOME COOL IN SUMMER AND WARM IN WINTER

Bring indoor entertaining outdoors

Direct sun on your windows is the greatest source of unwanted
heat in the home. Effective external shading can solve this
problem by blocking up to 90% of that heat. By shading a building
and creating an effective barrier between the sun and your
window, you can create a cooler home environment and save
energy.

Shading glass is the best way to reduce unwanted heat gain,
however, permanent shading structures that are inappropriately
placed and designed can block winter sun, while extensive shading
in summer can reduce pleasant daylight.
Adjustable shading systems can offer the best of both worlds,
reducing heat build-up in summer, and enabling warm winter heat
when the system is retracted.

CAPACITY

DIMENSIONS

Width
Drop

125mm (4.92”)

190mm (7.48”)
191mm (7.52”)

125mm (4.92”)

Max area

26mm (1.02”)

26mm (1.02”)

Width
Zipscreen
Zipcreen Extreme

Drop

Zipscreen

Max Area

5.8m- 19ft

4m-13ft

16m2 -208ft2

7m- 23ft

5m-16ft

35m2 -377ft2

CONFIGURATIONS

COLOUR RANGE

White

Full-enclosed
cassette

Semi fascia

Zipscreen Extreme

Open bracket

Classic
Cream

Paperbark Woodland
Grey

Black

Natural
Anodized

Custom

Also refer to our Veue Drop Awnings:

EXPERIENCE
AUGMENTED REALITY
Download the Rollease Acmeda AR APP

Veue Straight Drop

Veue Wire Guide

Veue Pivot Arm

Veue Channel Guide
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SUN/UV
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www.zipscreen.com.au

INSECT
RESISTANT

COASTAL
APPROVED

PRIVACY

ANTI-GLARE

Zipscreen is the ultimate external
screening solution for any outdoor
area or window
Specially designed for alfresco entertaining areas such as pergolas, verandas, and balconies, it offers privacy and
protection from the sun, wind, rain, and insects all year round.
Also ideal for home and office windows, it serves as a sleek, secure, and durable alternative to traditional awnings
& outdoor roller shutters. Your custom designed system can be made in widths up to 5.8 metres or an impressive 7
metres with Zipscreen Extreme, offering you an external solution to fit almost any area.

CONTROLS

SMART PHONE CONTROL

VOICE CONTROL

There are a range of options for Zipscreen

Whether you are at home or away,

Voice assistance is the next level of

controls, motorised or manual with a

Automate Pulse allows you to accurately

motorized shade control,

simple crank gear or spring. A variety

control your shades via the animated

and Automate™ shades give you the smart

of control solutions are available to

interface on your smartphone. Bi-

home integration capabilities you need.

complement our motors including stylish

directional communication allows you

Controlling your outdoor shades is now

hand held remotes, wall switches and

to visualise the exact positioning of your

more convenient than ever before with

the latest A.R.T (Automate Reactive

external shades.

the new Amazon Alexa and Google Home

Technology) series of sensors to enhance

compatibility.

your overall outdoor experience.

HIDDEN z-LOCK™ TECHNOLOGY

INNOVATIVE ALUMINIUM HEADBOX

ONE ACTION ULTRA-LOCK EVO & TENSION

Breakthrough z-LOCK™ technology provides a unique fabric
guide, fastening and securing the welded zip and fabric
concealed within the side channels; creating a strong, smooth
and streamlined system.
The hidden z-LOCK™ function ensures no gap between
the fabric screen and side channels and a secure guided
movement that won’t blow out in the wind.
A total seal provided by Zipscreen’s z-LOCK™ technology and
bottom sealing strip aids in creating a relaxing insect free
environment.

High-quality square aluminium profile boasts a contemporary
aesthetic, offering fully or semi-enclosed headbox and full or
semi-fascia configurations.

The patented Ultra-lock EVO boasts self-correcting technology,
which auto resets when simultaneous locking is not achieved due to
unexpected weather or obstacles.
A stronger heavy duty latching pin combined with a hidden integrated
design ensures a long lasting and reliable solution,
which can be pre-assembled off-site, for a quick & easy installation.

